
EUROPEAN UNION 
Delegation to Japan 

The Head of Press, Public & Cultural Affairs 

Tokyo, 
DELJPN PPCA/RF/MM 

Subject: Additional information with regard to the tender related to Contract 
РРСА/2013/3/Tokyo for provision of services regarding the production, 
hosting, maintenance and the promotion of the EU Delegation's Japanese 
language web-based monthly digital magazine "EU MAG" 

Ref: Contract Notice 2013/S 159-276984 

Dear Sir or Madam, 

We have received questions from a potential tenderer concerning the specification of the 
above-mentioned tender. 

In order to secure transparency of operations and put all potential tenderers on an equal 
footing, I enclose herewith the relevant answers as follows. 

Q1 Regarding the server: Does the current server contain the mail server? If so, do 
we have to transit the mail server too? 

Al The current server does not contain a mail server. The weekly email alert is 
sent using an external mail delivery service. However, how the email alert is 
sent is up to the contractor who is responsible for making sure that the alert 
is sent without fail to registered readers. Any cost related to the email alert 
should be included in the offer for services. 

Q2 Regarding the server rental contract: By whom the server rental contract 
procedures should be done? Do we need to undertake the contract procedures? 

A2 It is the contractor who is responsible to choose the server and undertake the 
contract procedures for server rental. 

Q3 Regarding the current CMS structure: What is the type/structure of the current 
CMS? 

A3 Currently a customised Word Press CMS is used for creating the EU MAG 
contents. 
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Q4 Regarding a proposed sample layout: Does it have to be in html format? Do you 
accept a printed form? 

A4 The Delegation accepts a sample layout in a printed format. 


